Strategic
Global
Pathways
PREPARING STUDENTS FOR
UNIVERSITY AND LIFE BEYOND

Oxford International
College is a world-famous
admissions expert

At Oxford International College, the goal is not to just get to university - it's to build
the foundation of a successful career and fulfilling life.
Our courses are an entirely tailored journey for each student, from the first advisor
meeting to the final university destination.

WHAT ARE THE STRATEGIC
GLOBAL PATHWAYS?
Every course at OIC falls under the
umbrella programme we call Global
Strategic Pathways. This is a unique
platform that we have developed over
the years of work with top universities
worldwide.
It consists of mapping out the student
journey from start to finish and
optimising every single aspect: the
subject they take, the internships they
apply for, the extracurriculars they
enrol in, and the extra qualifications
they gain.
This is all for them to have the
maximum advantage once they apply
for their chosen degree and university.

Your Global Strategic Pathways
journey starts before you join
OIC:
1: TALK TO EXPERTS ABOUT
YOUR DREAMS
Before you fill in your OIC application, you can
meet with our Global Strategic Pathways experts
to talk about your own hopes and dreams for
the future.

2: PICK A CAREER PATH
Maybe you already know who you want to be.
If so, excellent!
If not, don't worry - few of our students are
sure of their career choice at that stage. Based
on your strengths and preferences, our
educational experts will help you determine your
initial choice. You will have ample opportunity to
test and adjust it during your course.

3: PICK YOUR SUBJECTS
Based on your career preferences, our experts
will advise which subjects you should take to be
the most competitive university applicant.

4: SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION
Our admission process is very competitive, but
if you are a bright and motivated student, your
odds are very good. For those that want to
maximise their chances, we also offer online
GCSE preparation programmes which can assist
in preparing for the entrance tests.
If you've been successful, congratulations! We
look forward to seeing you in college.

5: SIGN UP FOR REVELANT
SUPERCURRICULARS
We will advise you which activities you should take
part in to really build out your career path. At OIC,
we divide them into career-relevant
(supercurricular) and general (extracurricular).
All of it - clubs, side projects, or competition
preparation - will be integrated into your timetable,
and you will benefit from plenty of teacher support.

6: ARRANGE YOUR WORK EXPERIENCE
Work experience is the ultimate way to figure out
whether a career path is right for you or not. Our
experienced Supercurricular Department will help
you:
pick high-profile companies to apply to
prepare a CV
write a cover letter
prepare for an interview
make the most out of the work
experience
If you do not enjoy the practical routines of the
career you have picked, you can change your
choice and try something else. The point is to seek
out new experiences, try, and experiment!

7: PREPARE FOR ADMISSION TESTS
Applying to the US? You will have SAT preparation
classes. UK applicants will receive UCAS training and
will be able to visit their future universities for talks
and Q&A (including at Oxford and Cambridge).
We also prepare students for unique admissions
requirements of universities in the EU, Australia,
Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan, and many others.

8: CONSULT YOUR MENTORS
Throughout it all, you'll be assigned mentors:
students that currently study your dream degree at
a top university. They will help you prepare and
offer insider tips.

9. BECOME A STRONG,
CONFIDENT PERSON
Ultimately, that's the goal - and we'll be happy to help
you reach it, along with your dream university.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF
FOLLOWING A GLOBAL
STRATEGIC PATHWAY?
Following a personalised Global Strategic
Pathway is a chance to gain the advantage in
what is often an extremely competitive
university admission process. Our students
don’t have to work on their own after school
to reach their dream – we plan it with them.
We also assess our students weekly to pinpoint
their strengths and weaknesses, which allows us
to offer the exact support they need: academic,
career-related, or pastoral.
Our platform prepares students for a truly
global future. If you want to study in the EU,
Australia, Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan, or any
other in the country in the world, you will
receive tailored preparation for the exact
admissions system you will go through.
The students that come out of the Global
Strategic Pathways are not just book-smart, but
efficient, resourceful, and resilient. It’s a journey
that has them reach their dream degrees as
well-rounded young people, successful not just
at university but in life as well.
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We're recruiting for
a January 2021 entry.
Inquire now at
admissions@oxcoll.com.
Oxford International College is the UK's top-ranked A-Level college. Write to us
at 1 London Place, Oxford OX4 1BD, UK or call at (+44)1865 203988.
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